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ABSTRACT
Objective: To provide a faster and more effective way for consumers to obtain the additional information of
product, the color quick response (QR) code is printed on product packaging. To improve decoding accuracy
of color QR codes. This paper constructs a color matching model with good performance, which restrains
aliasing between two color encoding modules of color QR code. Methods: By comparing and analyzing the
character of several typical color spaces, the HSV color space was chosen for its favorable attributes. Based on
the enlarging capacity principle of color QR code and the maximum rule of relative Euclidean distance, 2n-1
base-color points are set in the HSV space, and 2n-1 pair-color points are calculated by using color distance
equation, resulting in a formula capable of encoding 2n colors. Results Results show that the color gamut of QR
code pictures generated using our proposed model is wider than that generated using another color matching
model. Color aliasing between two encoding modules was greatly restrained. Conclusion The proposed color
matching model offers good performance, based upon wider color gamut and reduced aliasing, for generating
color QR codes in the HSV color space. Consumers can scan the printed color QR code on product packaging
with their electronic devices to obtain more exhaustive information of product effectively.
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INTRODUCTION
The technology of The Internet of Thing (IOT)
improves consumers’ perception need to product.
They want to know more exhaustive information
of product. Recently, a black-white quick response
(QR) code have been printed on product packaging
to help consumers easily access more information
through their smartphones, including detailed information and traceability information of product [1,
2]. Haoming Li and others [3] proposed technology
that integrated Augmented Reality and 3D modelling technology into QR Code on product packaging. A virtual product model can be constructed by
scanning QR Code with smartphone, and consumers can understand the appearance, function and use
of the product without disassembling the packaging.
Tongzhe Li and Kent D. Messer [4] indicated that more
than 80% of the food, beverage, pet care, personal
care, and household products that consumers buy
will be using smart label, the printed QR codes that
shoppers can scan with their electronic devices to
obtain additional information about products. Beilei
Fan and others [5] proposed barcode-RFID technology that using bidirectional identification between
RFID and QR code improve the continuous traceability of food. It is common for things such as beef
segmentation and wheat-ﬂour packaging. Weihua Li
[6] found that QR code printed on product packaging
is the important part for the traceability system of
food, and it is very useful for consumers to quickly
access the relevant information of food by scanning
QR code with smartphone.
As we all know, the information capacity of
black-white QR code printed on the product packaging is insufficient for displaying all information
necessary for a consumer, such as detailed information and traceability information of product. In
order to solve an informational problem, it is necessary to introduce data into QR-coding for moving
to the website of products manufacturer, where

more comprehensive and different information for
a consumer can be placed. Namely, consumers
can only obtain the information of a product indirectly through internet or mobile network. Due to
the limitation of internet and mobile network speed,
capacity and coverage, this indirect method of
obtaining information is not the most effective way
to provide consumers the additional information
of product. To solve this problem, the information
capacity of QR code must be enlarged enough to
storage the additional information of product. Only
in that way, shoppers can directly access the information of product without being limited by internet
or mobile network. Comparing to black-white QR
code, color QR code printed on product packaging
is a better one to solve this problem.
Color QR codes have gained great popularity due
to flexibility, and data capacity. Since data encoded
into color QR codes are read as color pictures, reflectivity and particular illumination source impact the
performance of decoding modules. Additionally,
color interference happens between two encoding
modules, which decreases decoding accuracy of
color QR codes. Color interference between two
encoding modules is a kind of aliasing phenomenon. Such aliasing is aggravated by low resolution
of printing and recording devices, color interference
between two encoding modules, changes of light
intensity and other factors. Generally, the stronger
the illumination source, the wider the color gamut of
color QR code picture, resulting in less aliasing [7].
In decoding of color QR codes, the color
of every encoding module should be accurately
detected in order to get the high decoding accuracy.
Detection ranges are set by identification of colors
with greatest differences and highest contrast [8].
In this way, the greater the color distance between
two modules, the wider the color gamut of QR
code picture, resulting in the greatest mitigation
of aliasing. At present, there is little published
research on the aliasing effect of color QR codes.
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Dan Jia and others [9] proposed technology that
integrated the light compensation algorithm with a
clustering algorithm to process the color QR code
picture. Although the aliasing effect is restrained
to a certain extent, this technology is not proposed
for printed color QR codes, but rather for color QR
codes presented on display screens. Zhibo Yang and
others [7] proposed HIQ framework for high-capacity color QR codes by using multiplexing technology. In decoding of QR code, the color detection
of encoding modules is based on pre-trained color
classifier to restrain the aliasing effect. The multiplexing technology for color QR code has some
problems including limited enlarging capacity,
greater complexity and lower decoding speed.
To the best of our knowledge, the most direct
and effective method to enlarge the capacity of QR
code is direct encoding technology by using multicolor encoding module. The binary code stream is
directly mapped onto a color encoding module and
the storage capacity of QR codes with 2n colors is
directly enlarged n times. Two key elements are necessary to restrain the aliasing effect. One is a good
color matching model to set the color of encoding
modules during generation of color QR codes. The
other is a good color recognition algorithm to detect
the color of encoding modules when decoding. The
color matching model of QR codes is a standard
used to set colors of encoding modules. According
to the maximum rule of relative Euclidean distance
between two colors, the values of required colors are
calculated one-by-one in the uniform color space.
Then, these colors are assigned to the color encoding
module to restrain the aliasing effect of QR codes.

COLOR MATCHING MODEL OF QR
CODE
Selecting Color Space
The color space determines the color pattern of
color QR code picture. Color space selection should
promote processing efficiency and accuracy. Both
RGB and CMYK color spaces are device dependent. In the RGB color space, any color light is
composed of red, green and blue. The difference
between two colors can’t be represented with the
distance between two color points [10]. Furthermore, because of the relevance among three components of R, G and B, subsequent processing is
too easily affected by light [11]. The CMYK color
space is a subtractive color model composed of
cyan, magenta, yellow and black, which are three
complementary colors of red, green and blue. This
color space is generally used in printing. Due to
non-uniformity and dependency on a device, hue
and saturation of one picture printed by different
devices tend to differ in the RGB or CMYK color
space, making these color spaces less valuable
for color QR codes [12]. The LAB and HSV color
models are uniform color spaces and are not device
dependent. In these color spaces, two colors can be
compared and analyzed according to the distance
between two color points. They are advantageous
to the subsequent processing of color pictures.
However, the LAB color space is a nonlinear transformation space, requiring extensive calculations,
which is disadvantageous to the subsequent processing of QR codes. For color picture recognition
in complex scenes, the clustering segmentation of
color is better in the HSV color space than in the
RGB or LAB color space [13]. The clustering segmentation of color is necessary for post-processing
of color picture in the decoding of color QR code.
Consequently, the HSV color space is more suitable
for color QR code symbols than others.
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Fig.1: HSV Color Space Model
Color Distance in HSV Color Space
As shown in Fig.1, the HSV color space is a
conic model with uniform color, and the color is
represented with three components of Hue, Saturation and Value [14]. Hue ranges from 0° to 360°. Hue
is the angular dimension wrapping the Value axis
(the neutral gray axis), starting at the red primary at
0°, passing through the green primary at 120° and
the blue primary at 240°, and then wrapping back
to red at 360°. The Value axis ranges from black
(value 0) at the bottom to white (value 1) at the top.
Saturation ranges from 0 to 1. The closer it is to the
Value axis, the smaller the saturation; otherwise,
the greater the saturation.
Three components in the HSV color space are
independent of each other. H is the non-linear component representing the main wavelength of color.
It is almost free from influence of surrounding light
and it is also the key attribute to distinguish two
colors in the HSV space [15,16]. Androutsos and
others [17] researched how to roughly divide the
color area of HSV space with the value ranges of S
and V. They show that areas with values less than
25% are black, areas with values greater than 75%
and saturation less than 20% are white, while other
areas vary in color.

Lack of correlation among three components
and uniformity in perception in the HSV color
space, it is reasonable that the color difference perceived by the human eye is represented with Euclidean distance. The color distance is the value difference between two colors [18]. That is the relative
Euclidean distance of two points in the HSV color
space. If the color vector E is represented with (Hi,
Si, Vi), the distance between two colors can be calculated out with equation (1).

(1)
The color distance dij is applied to judge the
similarity between two colors. As dij decreases, the
more similar the two colors, increasing probability
of aliasing. To restrain the aliasing effect, dij should
be as large as possible when two colors are set as
the encoding module colors in the HSV color space.
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CONSTRUCTING COLOR MATCHING
MODEL
Enlarging Capacity Principle of Color QR Code
Color QR codes store data, error correction
codes, version information and other information.
Each encoding module of black-white QR codes
only stores one byte of binary data. There are two
kinds of patterns of code word, namely “0” and
“1.” The white module stores “0” and the black
module stores “1.” If each encoding module can
store 2 bytes of binary data, there are four kinds
of patterns of code word, namely “00”, “01”, “10”
and “11,” requiring four colors. In this way, the
storing capacity of color QR codes is enlarged to
2 times. If each encoding module can store n bytes
of binary data, there are 2n codes. That means the
storage capacity of color QR codes with 2n colors is
enlarged n times that of black-white QR codes.
Fig. 2 shows the example of storing the code
bit stream “1010111010111001.” If storing it in blackwhite QR code, all code words are mapped to 16
black or white modules. If storing it in QR code
with 16 colors, every four bytes binary code words
are mapped to one color module, and it needs 4 color
encoding modules. Thus, it can be seen that the
storing capacity of color QR codes with 16 colors
is enlarged 4 times that of black-white QR code.
Adding color both simplifies and enlarges coding
structure of QR codes.

Selecting Base-color of Color Matching Model
The color matching model of color QR codes is
the set of 2n colors and the algorithm to set color (i.e.
encode) each module. Firstly, 2n-1 base-color points
are set in the HSV color space. Then, 2n-1 pair-color
points are calculated based on the maximum principle of relative Euclidean distance. In the HSV
color space, two extreme points on the V axis represent black and white, and their hue value is 0. Since
interference of black and white with other colors is
less likely, they are the best base-colors of neutral
gray. Hue is the main discriminating characteristic in vision; therefore, the difference in hue can
be used to discriminate between two colors [19].
Because of the sensibility of S and V components
for colors, their values are all set 1 in the selecting base-color. According to the color plot of HSV,
when hue ranges from 0o to 60o, the red component
is always the largest. Revolving through the color
area counterclockwise in 60o segments on H axis
results in yellow, green, cyan, blue and magenta are
always largest [14]. These six colors do not mutually
interfere, so they are taken as the best base-colors.
If the encoded colors include neutral grays,
device performance must be sufficient to permit
differentiation; otherwise anti-interference performance of QR codes is largely degraded. Naturally,
stains and fading of color QR codes makes decoding
much more difficult. However, QR codes with color
encoded modules can mitigate this problem [20].
When calculating pair-color points of neutral gray

Fig. 2: Mapping Relations between Code Bit Stream and Encoding Module
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in the HSV space, the inequality ΔV=1/3>0.25
should be satisfied to maintain stability of neutral
gray. For the color matching model with 2n colors,
four neutral gray colors, namely (0°, 0, 0), (0°, 0,
1/3), (0°, 0, 2/3), (0°, 0, 1), are only selected, and
2n -4 remainders are all colored. The base-color
number of color is 2n-1-2.
In the HSV color space, hue is the key characteristic component to represent the color. When
setting base-colors, the H is applied to discriminate
colors, and the components of S and V are all set
1. For the color matching model with 2n colors, the
base-color value of color can be calculated out by
using the equation (2).

point P1’ should be moved to PT1, P2’ to PT2, and
P1’AOPT1 = PT1AOP2’ = P2’AOPT2=α/2. To
effectively restrain aliasing between two adjoining
encoding modules, the distance between PT1 and
its surrounding base-color point or pair-color point
should be equal, namely PT1P1=PT1P2=PT1PT2=
P1’P2’. For the color matching model with 2n colors,
H1 value of the pair-color point PT1 is α/2, S1 is 1,
and the solution of V1 is as follows:

(2)

Calculating Pair-color of Color Matching Model
For color QR codes, the closer the color values
of two adjoining encoding modules, the easier it
is to generate aliasing, and the decoding accuracy
is highly reduced. After selecting the base-color
point, the position of pair-color point can be calculated by using the equation (1). The distance
between this pair-color point and the surrounding
base-color points or pair-color points must be equal
and reaches the maximum value. Moreover, owing
to the great light intensity influence on color recognition, all pair-color points should be on the conical
surface of HSV space, namely Si =1.
Fig. 3 shows 2n-1-2 base-color points evenly distributed on the H axis. Therefore, 2n-1-2 pair-color
points should be evenly distributed on the circle
including P1’(0, Si, Vi), where Vi =TOAO, Si =1. P1
and P2 are two base-color points, and P1’ and P2’
are two pair-color points located at the corresponding position. To let P1’P1=P1’P2, the pair-color

Fig. 3: Calculating illustration of Pair-color Point
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(6)
For the color matching model with 2n colors,
the pair-color value of color can be calculated by
using the equation (3).

Using the color setting encoding scheme with
24 colors as an example, equations (4), (5) and (6)
are applied to calculate color values. Color and
attribute values with16 colors are shown in Fig. 4.

(3)
Color Matching Model with 2 n Colors
For color QR codes with 2n colors, setting color
involves three areas of HSV space. They are the
neutral gray on the V axis, the base-color on the
H axis and the pair-color on the circle section line
(Si =1, Vi<1). Because light intensity results in expansion of white and black areas, the neutral gray colors
only set four color points, namely (0°, 0, 0), (0°, 0,
1/3), (0°, 0, 2/3), (0°, 0, 1). All base-color points are
calculated using Eq. (2), and all pair-color points are
calculated using Eq. 3. The color matching model
with 2n colors is described as follows.

(4)

Fig. 4: Colors and Attribute Values of Encoding
Module with 16 Colors

EXPERIMENTAL
ANALYSIS

RESULTS

AND

Experimental Preparation

(5)

The color matching model proposed in this
paper and that in the literature [9] are respectively
applied to set colors of QR codes with 16 colors. The
automatic color encoding system is programmed in
C++ to generate two pictures of QR codes storing
the Chinese information of “University of Shanghai
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for Science and Technology Packaging Engineering.” As shown in Fig. 5, (a) is the picture of a color
QR code generated based on the color matching
model proposed in this paper, and (b) is the picture
of a color QR code generated based on the color
matching model proposed in the literature [9]. After
printing both images, other QR code images were
collected from two printed manuscripts in stronger
light and weaker light. Then, these collected pictures
were used as input to MATLAB to get their color
gamut by converting them into the LAB color space.

(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Color QR Code Generated on the Different Color Matching Model
Experimental Results
For the two printed QR codes shown in Fig. 5,
20 groups of color images were taken in stronger
and weaker light. These images were input into
MATLAB to obtain color gamut. The largest color
gamut was selected to compare and analyze. Fig.
6 shows results from stronger light. Fig. 6a is the
color gamut of QR code generated based on the
color matching model proposed in this paper, and
Fig. 6b is the color gamut of QR code generated
based on the color matching model proposed in
the literature [9]. Fig. 6 shows that the width of the
color gamut of Fig. 6a is greater than that of Fig.
6b. Fig. 7 shows results for the same codes, but in
weaker light. Widths of color gamut value of a, b,
and L show no obvious difference between the color
gamut in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b.

(b)
Fig. 6: Comparing the Color Gamut of QR Code
Picture in Stronger Light
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Analyzing Experimental Data
Firstly, every component value of the color
gamut for each QR code is searched to obtain
extreme L, a, and b for each color gamut picture.
Then, the gamut width of every component is calculated and the gamut width differences is calculated.
Equation (7) is applied to calculate gamut width of
every component of color gamut for the ith picture.
Equation (8) is applied to calculate gamut width difference of every group QR code pictures

(7)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 7: Comparing the Color Gamut of QR Code
Picture in Weaker Light

Where, Li, ai, bi are the values of L, a, and b of
the ith color gamut picture; LWi, aWi, bWi are the
gamut widths of L, a, and b of the ith color gamut
picture; LW , aW , bW are the gamut widths of L,
a, and b of the ith color gamut picture for QR code
picture generated based on the color matching model
k; LDi, aDi, bDi are the gamut width differences of L,
a, and b of the ith group of QR code picture.
For color gamut images of 20 groups of color QR
code images in stronger and weaker light, Equation
(7) and (8) were applied to calculate gamut width
differences of L, a, and b of every group of images.
Fig. 8 shows color gamut differences between two
QR code images generated in stronger light based on
the color matching model proposed in this paper and
that in the literature [9]. Fig. 9 shows the color gamut
differences between two QR code images generated
in weaker light based on the color matching model
proposed in this paper and that in the literature [9].
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performance of the proposed color matching model
performed. All differences of b are located near 0.5
with fluctuations and some negative values. Light
has a great effect on yellow. Performance of the
color matching model proposed in this paper was
better than that proposed in the literature [9].

CONCLUSION
Fig. 8: Color Gamut Difference between QR Code
Pictures in the Stronger Light

Fig. 9: Color Gamut Difference between QR Code
Pictures in the Weaker Light
Fig. 8 shows differences of color gamut values
of 20 groups of color QR code images in stronger
light. All differences of L are close to 0, suggesting light has little effect on two QR code images
generated based on two different color matching
models in the stronger light. However, all differences of a are located near 4.0, and all differences of
b are located near 2.0. These results suggest that the
model proposed here is superior to that proposed
in the literature [9]. Fig. 9 shows there were not
stable differences of color gamut for 20 groups of
images in weaker light. Differences of L were not
stable, and it shows light affects QR codes based on
two different color matching models in the weaker
light. All differences of a were located near 1.0 and
they show large fluctuations. Still, Fig. 9 shows the

Aliasing between two color encoding modules
must be expected, which reduced decoding
accuracy. To effectively restrain aliasing between
two encoding modules, a color matching model
with good performance was proposed here. Based
on the enlarging capacity principle of color QR
codes and the maximum rule of relative Euclidean distance, the base-color point is set in the HSV
color space. Then, the pair-color point is calculated
using the color distance equation. The proposed
color matching model offers good performance for
generating color QR codes in the HSV color space.
Color QR code is a better one which provides consumers with a faster and more effective way to obtain
the additional information of product. Radio frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID) and color quick response codes
are an eﬀective way to identify product and are widely
applied in smart label of product. However, anti-interference performance of color QR codes is stronger
than RFID, and its processing technology is relatively
simple and its cost is relatively low. So, the application
performance of color QR codes on product packaging
is superior to RFID.
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